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D                      A7        D   D           A7             D     D7   wait  

You see  them in the summer,  but when it’s cold,  it’s said 

        G          D       E7               A7        wait 

They hang about in bunches,  in   a  darkened,  wooden  shed  

 G  D     B       Em 

Sporting  a  material  that will shock you  to   the   core 

      G                          D        E7               A7           A fiddly pik 

So tight and bloody horrible ;it ,should be, against the,  law-----aw !!!!! 
 
D                            A7            D                  A7         D        D7    wait 
They hibernate in winter, ..  huddling  .. to keep warm 
        G                    D                                     E7                           A7          wait 
But when the sun shines in the sky, that’s when they start to swarm 
G                  D                         B                   Em       
they adjust  their   pedals  , chains  and   brakes  
        G              D                         E7                       A7          Annuver  fiddly pik 
and shed their skins just like a bunch ,---of  ,--- snakes ! ……..OHHH! 
************************************************* 

CHORUS 

D 

Oh save us from the Lycra, 

   A7 

Oh wibble wobbly Lycra 

D 

Not a  sight  I‘m really  after , 

D  A7      D 

Thighs and bums on show show show 

*************************************************** 

 

Verse 1 

D      

Middle age men  on the road ahead 

D    A7 

Lycra stretched ,  they must be  over fed 

A7    

Not contained  in the stretchy thread 

A7    D 

Lycra’s good but……….  ‘nuff  said 

 

 

 

REPEAT  CHORUS 

******************************** 

 

 

 



 

 

Verse 2 

D 

They ride along ,two abreast,  

D     A7 

Piggies in a sack , like a ferret fest 

A7 

Up and down the road, back and forth 

A7        D 

You wouldn’t catch them doing that up north 

 

REPEAT CHORUS 

****************************************** 

Verse3 

D 

Skinny cycles , numbers on their back 

D      A7   

Helmets  on , showing off their crack 

A7 

Racing on, against the clocks,  

A7    D 

Showing off their flashy socks 

***************************************** 

KEYCHANGE to G   

CHORUS 

G  

Oh save us from the Lycra, 

G   D7 

Oh wibble wobbly Lycra 

G  

Not a  sight  I‘m really  after , 

G                D7            G 

Thighs and bums on show show show 

****************************************** 

Verse 4 

G 

So beware if  you mount a skinny  bike 

G          D7 

You  can wear  lycra if  you really  like 

D7 

Making people laugh in a passing car 

D7           G    

Lycra’s stretchy,    but not that far 

 

 

REPEAT CHORUS (IN G) TO FINISH 


